Title: FNA Modification

Names: Janie Goldsworthy (Communications), Kristi Hinner (BSAC), Nick Kortan (BWIG), Crystal Marshek (Leader), Dr. Elizabeth Burnside (Client), Prof. John Webster (Advisor)

Date: 9/18/02-9/24/02

Problem Statement: Modify the currently used FNA needle to both disperse and collect more cells at the removal cite.

Restatement of Team Goals: We are waiting for drill bit order, so we can take our prototype to the ME shop for manipulation.

Summary of Accomplishments: We will be contacting West high school to organize the K-12 visit this week. We've obtained additional syringes from Dr. Burnside so as soon as our prototype is completed we can begin testing.

Statement of Team Goals: We are still waiting for drill bit order, so we can take our prototype to the ME shop for manipulation.

Project Schedule: Order drill bits, Lengthen drill bits, Begin testing, K-12 outreach,

Difficulties:

Activities:
- Janie – Communications and notebook (.5hr)
- Kristi – Notebook (.5hr)
- Nick – Notebook (.5hr)
- Crystal – Set up progress report, notebook and communications (1hr)